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Deforestation in Haiti: A History Rooted in Imperialism and Individualism

Process of Deforestation in Haiti

Its easy to forget recent history when we look at
modern countries. Those we call less “developed” are 
suffering from a lack of infrastructre and education. If
we dig deeper, there’s a great chance that these current
issues stem from a not too distant history of 
imperialism and slavery. Haiti is the poorest country in

the western hemisphere. However, it has an 
history of revolt, being the �irst slave population to claim
their independence. This seems to be something we’ve 
forgotten, only seeing them now as a country �illed with
poverty. What series of events brought them to their 
current environmental and economic condtions?  

A major setback for Haitians was the debt France imposed on
Haitians after their Revolution. France demanded $21 billion
in today’s money, which took Haiti 100 years to payback, while
cutting off public services. The problem isn’t that Haitians are
unaware of the negative impacts of cutting down the less than
2% remaining forests. They have no other option if that are 
are going to feed their family. What would you do?

Before Christopher Colmbus
came to Ayiti, this island 
was a lush home to 
indgenious tribes.

Natural Forest French colonizers clear cut
forests to set up cash crops.
This began to deplete the ‘
soil of nutrients.

Plantations and
Monoculture

Exporting Timber,
Debt to France

To pay France back after 
their Revolution, Haitians 
increased their exports of 
timber, cutting more forest.

Increased Farming
in Mountains

The rural poor were given
land on mountainous
inclines which aided soil 
erosion. It loosened soil 
because of shallow roots.

Economic Needs of the Individual
After the hurricane in 1954, there was an increased 
demand for urban coal. To support their families, 
cutting down young trees to make coal was sometimes 
the only viable economic solution for some. Today, 
60% of home engery productions comes from coal. 

Environmental Impacts

Soil Erosion

Soil Erosion is the most direct
effet of deforestaion. Shallow 
roots cannont hold rich topsoil,
so waterways wash it away.  
15000 acres of topsoil are 
washed away every year in Haiti.
This leaves soil without nutrients.

Increased Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions

Trees inherently store large 
quantities of CO2. When they are 
cut, this is released into the 
atmosphere. As living trees, they
also absorb CO2, so without them
there is nothing to balance 
emissions

Loss of Biodiversity

Loss of trees also means loss of 
species because they are losing
their environment. This can lead
to the extinction of many plant
and animal species. 

1780’s
A quarter of the colony’s 
land was coffee. The growing
methods of clean cultivation
exhausted soil nutrients to 
aided to rapid soil erosion.

1760’s
Haiti is one of the richest
colonies in the French Empire 
for its cash crop exports of
tobacco, sugar, and indigo as 
well as slave trading.

1804
Haitian slaves successfully 
overthrow France, claiming 
their independence. They 
are the �irst independent 
black nation.

2008
Haiti is devasted by an
earthquake. Any internal
infrastructure they had 
worked towards rebuilding
fell apart. SOURCE: Anthony V. Catanese, Mary C. Pearl, and USAID
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